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Some human monogenic syndromes are characterized by a high cancer propensity, and provide a pathway to the understanding of genetic origin of human cancers. In this review, cytogenetic insights into the Fanconi's anemia (FA) and retinoblastoma (RB) genes have been presented as the model for recessively and dominantly transmitted cancer-predisposing genes, respectively. Some recessively transmitted genes are unequivocally associated with abnormalities in DNA metabolisms and homozygosity increases the genome instability, and some dominantly inherited genes are categorized into loss-of-function mutation of tumor suppressing genes. While the identified syndromes themselves are uncommon and constitute a minor fraction in population, the heterozygote expression of recessive genes is our major concern of genetic predisposition to cancer, and mutation of tumor suppressing genes, identified as somatic mutation, plays a crucial role in the development of a variety of common cancers. Moreover, their possible non-Mendelian inheritance of mutational susceptibility leads us to an even more rewarding area of cancer genetics.